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We have measured the Fourier transform spectrum (FTS) of two isotopomers of hydrogen cyanide (H 12C 14N
and H 12C 15N) from 500 to 10 000 cm01 . The infrared data have been combined with earlier published microwave
and submillimeter-wave measurements. From this analysis new vibration–rotation energy levels and constants are
given, based on the observation of a number of new vibrational levels, especially for H 12C 15N. The Coriolis
interaction involving D£3 Å 01, D£2 Å 3, and Dl Å {1 has been observed for a great many levels and in some
cases the assignments of laser transitions allowed by this interaction are more clearly shown. New vibration–
rotation constants are given that allow one to predict the transition wavenumbers for most of the transitions below
10 000 cm01 with accuracies of about 0.5 cm01 or better. Values are given for the power series expansion of the
l -type resonance constants and for the centrifugal distortion constants, as well as the usual vibrational and rotational
constants. q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.

INTRODUCTION ers of HCN and DCN (10–12 ) . The present work was
undertaken with the view of making a consistent and sys-

The spectrum of hydrogen cyanide (HCN) has been of tematic body of measurements and analyses which would
great interest because it is very simple and yet it shows many give all the term values available from conventional ab-
features that are of interest from a theoretical point of view. sorption measurements with state of the art FTS instru-
The spectrum has been the basis for a number of force field mentation for the spectral range from 0 to 10 000 cm01 .
calculations and it is also of interest for comparison with Particular attention was given to measuring transitions
the predictions of ab initio calculations. The bending mode involving the highest possible value for the bending quan-
of HCN is of particular interest because of the large ampli- tum number. We also give power series constants that can
tude of motion for the light hydrogen atom and also because be used to calculate the centrifugal distortion and l -type
the bending motion is a direct pathway to the HNC isomer. resonance constants for levels that have not yet been ob-
For these applications, it is important to have a list, as com- served or whose constants are not well determined. This
plete as possible, of the lowest energy levels including both paper is concerned with only two isotopomers, H 12C 14N
the vibrational and rotational term values for many isoto- and H 12C 15N. We also have observed the bands of many
pomers. A great number of earlier papers have given mea- other isotopomers both in natural abundance and in isoto-
surements for many of the lowest vibrational states of HCN pically enriched samples and the results of those measure-
but more recent advances in instrumentation have made it ments will be the subject of subsequent papers.
possible to provide measurements with greater sensitivity
and accuracy. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

In recent years there have been several new techniques that
allow one to observe very weak transitions or transitions that These measurements were made in Giessen with a

Bruker IFS120HR Fourier transform spectrometer whichare not accessible through ordinary absorption spectroscopy
techniques (1–5). One of the most promising of these new has vacuum transfer optics and various absorption cells.

The spectrometer used several different detectors, beamtechniques is the ring-down laser absorption technique (5).
Since the advent of high resolution Fourier transform splitters, and optical filters appropriate to the different

spectral regions. The resolution of the measurements wasspectrometers there have been several studies of the high
resolution spectrum of hydrogen cyanide (HCN) in rather close to the Doppler limit and varied from 0.002 to 0.017

cm01 from the lowest to highest frequency. In many casesnarrow spectral regions (6–8 ) . In addition, the work of
Smith et al. (9 ) covers a wide frequency range that over- the resolution was limited by the pressure broadened line-

widths. A multipass long path absorption cell was usedlaps with the present work. We have recently been in-
volved in an effort to make wavenumber and intensity for most of the measurements of the normal isotopomer,

H 12C 14N, with a maximum pathlength of about 352 m.measurements of the infrared bands of several isotopom-
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The measurements of H 12C 15N were made with a smaller E Å Gv / BvJ(J / 1) 0 Dv[J(J / 1) 0 l 2] 2

White-type borosilicate glass cell with a base length of
/ Hv[J(J / 1) 0 l 2] 3

[1]
0.82 m and a volume of 7 liters. Pressures up to about 5
Torr were used for the measurements of the weakest
bands. Higher pressures were not used because of the and
counter productive effects of pressure broadening and
pressure shifts. Even at 5 Torr, the pressure shift might

nobs Å E * 0 E 9, [2]be as large as 0.0008 cm01 (25 MHz) according to the
measurements of Smith et al. (13 ) . The recent work by
Lemaire et al. (14 ) gave a smaller pressure shift, where the single prime ( *) stands for the upper state and the
õ0.00041 cm01 , at 5 Torr for the n2 band. As yet there are double prime (9) stands for the lower state. In this paper we
not very many good pressure shift measurements against define a band center, nc , such that
which to test the theory, but many workers now seem
to believe that, at least for molecules with large dipole

nc Å G * 0 G 9. [3]moments, the pressure shift will not be very dependent
on either frequency or vibrational state. The band centers
were generally determined by measurements at the lowest Some papers define a n0 that is identical to our nc , while
possible pressure. In addition to affecting the band center others define a n0 such that
measurements, the pressure shifts could also affect the
rotational distortion terms, especially H , which are deter-

n0 Å nc / (Bvl
2) * 0 (Bvl

2) 9. [4]mined by the weak high- J transitions.
The spectra were calibrated using either OCS or CO

absorption lines wherever possible. The latest calibration When a doubly degenerate vibrational state is involved,
wavenumbers for these gases were used (15 ) . In some then vibrational angular momentum, denoted by the quantum
cases the wavenumbers of lines of CO2 or H2O were used number l , must be taken into account. This gives an addi-
(16 ) . Sometimes it was necessary to use HCN lines from tional complication due to l-type resonance which is a cou-
other spectra for the calibration, for instance, when a cali- pling between levels that have the same quantum numbers,
brated run overlapped an uncalibrated run. In many cases except that the l quantum numbers are different. The most
different transitions were measured involving the same common evidence for l-type resonance is the doubling of
upper state, but different lower states. Those measure- the £2 Å 1 states which could be viewed as a coupling of
ments, when combined with the measurement of the lower the l Å /1 levels with the l Å 01 levels. Although weak,
state wavenumber separations, gave many different ways this coupling mixes the two levels so that they become two
of confirming the upper state wavenumbers. This showed levels of opposite parity whose separation depends on the
us that the calibration for some measurements was less coupling constant, usually designated as q . Because the lev-
reliable than for other measurements. We believe these els are of opposite parity, they follow different selection
problems are due to small phase errors or improper optical rules for optical transitions. In this paper we use the usual
alignment for a few spectra. Usually such problems are labeling convention (17) which, for HCN, results in the
apparent in slight asymmetries in the lineshapes. These lower energy level for a given J value of a P state being
measurements were made over a period of several years designated the e level and the upper energy level being desig-
and there were many changes in the spectrometer and in nated the f level. The e levels have the same parity as the
the measurement software over that time. When one takes S states. We also use a positive sign for the coupling con-
the calibration uncertainties into account, we believe that stant, q . For £2 Å 1 states, it is necessary to add to Eq. [1]
none of the measurements has an absolute uncertainty the term
smaller than {0.0003 cm01 even though the statistically
determined uncertainties given in the tables may be

{1/2[qv 0 qvJJ(J / 1)smaller. A better estimate of the true uncertainty of the
measurements would probably be given by adding in / qvJJ{J(J / 1)}2]J(J / 1),

[5]

quadrature the calibration uncertainty, {0.0003 cm01 , to
the statistical uncertainty given in Tables 1 and 3.

unless one prefers to solve the equivalent 2 1 2 matrix given
below.

ANALYSIS OF THE MEASUREMENTS When £2 ú 0, the allowed values for l are l Å £2 , l Å £2

0 2, etc. to l Å 0£2 . When £2 ú 1, the effect of l-type
resonance is more complicated and must be determined byIn the absence of complications, the absorption lines can

be fit by means of the usual energy level polynomials finding the eigenvalues of the energy matrix
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INFRARED SPECTRUM OF H12C14N AND H12C15N 325

l Å £2 l 0 2 ??? 0l
E(£ , J , l) W ( l , l 0 2) W ( l , l 0 4) ???

W ( l 0 2, l) E(£, J , l 0 2) W ( l 0 2, l 0 4) ???
??? ???
??? E(£, J , 0l)

. [6]

Here the diagonal terms are given by Eq. [1] , without the mined from the rms deviations of each set of measurements
for a single subband. When the absolute calibration of theaddition of Eq. [5] , and the off-diagonal terms fall into two

categories, the usual l-type resonance terms given by measurements was in doubt, those measurements were assigned
a different vibrational energy level or band center but they
were assumed to give the correct rovibrational constants. ThoseW ( l , l 0 2) Å W ( l 0 2, l)
measurements that were believed to have the smallest calibra-

Å 1/4[qv 0 qvJJ(J / 1) tion errors were combined to give the band centers or vibra-
tional terms given in the tables./ qvJJJ 2(J / 1)2]

[7] Tables 1 and 2 give the constants that were the direct
1 {(£2 / l)(£2 0 l / 2) output of the analysis of the measurements for H 12C 15N.

In this paper we denote the lowest frequency stretching1 [J(J / 1) 0 l( l 0 1)]
vibration ( the CN stretch) as n3 and the highest frequency

1 [J(J / 1) 0 ( l 0 1)( l 0 2)]}1/2 , stretching vibration ( the CH stretch ) as n1 . This follows
the convention established long ago ( 26 ) but not observed

and the higher order terms by many workers (9 ) .
Our analysis included the effects of l-type resonance but

did not include an allowance for the effects of Fermi (orW ( l , l 0 4) Å W ( l 0 4, l)
other vibrational) resonances. Both Wang and Overend (27)Å (r /16){(£2 / l)(£2 0 l / 2)
and Nakagawa and Morino (28) discussed the possible ef-
fects of Fermi resonances involving the k122 and k223 potential1 (£2 / l 0 2)(£2 0 l / 4)
constants but the levels involved in those resonances are so1 [J(J / 1) 0 l( l 0 1)]
far apart that the rovibrational constants seem to follow a
nearly normal vibrational dependence, except when one is1 [J(J / 1) 0 ( l 0 1)( l 0 2)]

[8]

trying to fit the vibrational energy levels to better than one1 [J(J / 1) 0 ( l 0 2)( l 0 3)]
part in 106. We think that the vibrational levels would have
been better fit by a power series in the vibrational quantum1 [J(J / 1) 0 ( l 0 3)( l 0 4)]}1/2 .
numbers, if we had taken into account the effects of various
vibrational (or Fermi) resonances. Three vibrational statesWatson (18) has shown that the l-type resonance terms
of H12C15N (1111, 0331, and 0401) showed the effects of ashould have an additional l-dependent term which he la-
weak Coriolis resonance which is discussed in the next sec-beled qK

t . We have ignored this term except in the power
tion. Bands involving those states were analyzed separately.series expansion given later where we have included a pll

In only a few cases were all the higher order rovibrationalterm to distinguish between the effective values of qv for
constants adequately determined by the measurements.the l Å 0, {2 interaction and for the l Å /1, 01 interaction.
Rather than arbitrarily set to zero all those constants thatThe energy matrix is diagonal in all the vibrational and
could not be directly determined, we estimated the approxi-rotational quantum numbers except l , the quantum number
mate value of the constants through the Hv and qvJJ terms.for vibrational angular momentum. Because of its symmetry,
This was done by fitting the various constants to a powerthe energy matrix can be further simplified as shown by
series (as described in a later section) and calculating theMaki and Lide (19) , but that was neither necessary nor
values of those constants that could not be determined be-useful for the present analysis.
cause the data were too sparse or too inaccurate. To accom-The analysis of the data for H12C15N was made by combin-
plish this, the data were analyzed in several cycles, the firsting all the present measurements with earlier reported micro-
cycle determined which constants were determinable fromwave and submillimeter-wave measurements (20–25) in a sin-
the data. Those constants were then fit to a power series ingle least-squares analysis. This analysis involved transitions
the vibrational quantum numbers in order to calculate thefrom the ground state as well as transitions from vibrationally
constants that could not be determined for other vibrationalexcited states, so-called hot bands. All measurements included
states. Those undetermined constants were then fixed in ain the analysis were given weights that were inversely propor-
new least-squares fit of the measurements and new energytional to the square of the uncertainties of the measurements.

The uncertainties for the infrared measurements were deter- levels and rovibrational constants were determined that were
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MAKI ET AL.326

TABLE 1
Rovibrational Constants ( in cm01 ) for H12C15N after Correcting for l -type Resonance

used in a new power-series fit. This procedure converged Tables 1 and 3 also give the value for Jmax which indi-
cates the highest rotational level for which we have mea-quite rapidly to give the constants reported in the accompa-

nying tables. Since only a few measurements existed for the surements. Calculated transition wavenumbers are reliable
up to that value of J , but extrapolation beyond Jmax is notqvJJ terms, when that term was indeterminate, we fixed it at

the value measured for the 0110 state. very reliable. One reason that we used fixed values for
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INFRARED SPECTRUM OF H12C14N AND H12C15N 327

TABLE 2 TABLE 3
l -type Resonance Constants ( in cm01 ) for H12C15N Rovibrational Constants ( in cm01 ) for H12C14N after Correcting

for l -type Resonance

some of the poorly determined higher order constants in
the analysis was to ensure that extrapolation beyond Jmax

would not deviate from reality too quickly. Another reason
was to ensure that the other constants are as close to the
true values as possible.

Tables 3 and 4 give the rovibrational constants determined
for H12C14N. The analysis of the transitions was more com-
plicated for H12C14N because so many vibrational levels
were affected by the Coriolis interaction discussed in the
next section. Those vibrational states that were not affected
by the Coriolis interaction were included in a large least-
squares fit of all the present infrared measurements and the
earlier reported measurements of microwave and submilli-
meter-wave measurements (19–22, 29) . This analysis was
identical to that used for H12C15N as described above.

A separate analysis was made for each pair of vibrational
states coupled through the Coriolis interaction. The measure-
ments for those states were analyzed after the best values
had been determined for the constants for the lower states
involved in the transitions. Those lower state constants were
then fixed at the values given in Tables 3 and 4.

THE (£1 , £2 , £3 , lÉ£1 , £2 / 3, £3 0 1, l { 1)
CORIOLIS COUPLING

At least 22 laser transitions have been observed for
H12C14N and 4 more for H12C15N (31–33) . They have been
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TABLE 4 011e1 and 0400. It couples levels that have the same rota-
l -type Resonance Constants ( in cm01 ) for H12C14N tional J value, but l values that differ by one. The e levels

are coupled with other e levels and f levels are coupled with
f levels.

Because the rotational constants are quite different for
such pairs of levels, there is a high probability that there
will be a crossing or near coincidence of the levels at some
value of J even if the rotationless band centers are fairly
distant. For example, the 022 f 1 and 051 f 0 levels are 21 cm01

apart for the hypothetical J Å 0 level and yet there is a
crossing at JÅ 26. The usual requirement for such a crossing
is that the vibrational state with the most bending quanta
(which will be the state with the larger rotational constant,
Bv) be lower in frequency than the other state. Otherwise,
the rotational manifolds are not likely to cross. At the cross-
ing point the rotational levels will be displaced so the separa-
tion of the two vibrational states for that J is slightly larger
than expected.

In a few cases where the levels are rather widely separated
even at the crossing point, the Coriolis interaction may be
so widely distributed among several different levels that the
closest levels will appear to be closer together when the
Coriolis constant is included in the fit. That was found to
be the case for the 111e1–142e0 interaction where the closest
approach is only 0.77 cm01 .

In our analysis we have used the same one-step approach
to solving the energy matrix as was used in an earlier analysis
(35) although we represent the Coriolis term slightly differ-
ently. The energy matrix included the complete submatrix
for l-type resonance for both vibrational states and the appro-
priate matrix elements for the Coriolis coupling terms, as
illustrated in Eq. [5] of Ref. (35) . For the Coriolis coupling
matrix element we used the form

»£1 , £2 , £3 , lÉ£1 , £2 / 3, £3 0 1, l { 1 …

Å |W [J(J / 1) 0 l( l { 1)]1/2 .
[9]

From our measurements the Coriolis coupling terms can
be determined only from the transitions to those levels
that are at a crossing point, or a few higher or lower J
values because those are the only levels whose displace-
ment is greater than or equal to the measurement uncer-
tainty. The other transitions can be quite well fit to the
usual constants and therefore do not contribute to de-

shown (30, 34–36) to be based on rotational transitions termining the Coriolis constants.
between adjacent vibrational states that have different popu- In several cases two crossing points have been ob-
lations due to the discharge conditions and a differing rate of served for a pair of interacting vibrational levels, ( e.g.,
collisional relaxation. Those rotational transitions between 03 11 and 06 20 ) . Even though one crossing involves the
different vibrational states would normally be extremely e levels and the other involves the f levels, the symmetry
weak. However, the mixing of the two vibrational states of the energy matrix requires that the same interaction
through a Coriolis interaction causes them to become more matrix element be used for both crossings. Since the mea-
nearly like ordinary rotational transitions between levels sured displacement of the levels seems to require two
within the same vibrational state. The most important Cori- different values for the interaction constant, we added a
olis interaction for HCN couples levels that differ by one J-dependent term to the interaction matrix element such

thatquantum of n3 and three quanta of n2 , such as the levels
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INFRARED SPECTRUM OF H12C14N AND H12C15N 329

TABLE 5
Coriolis Interactions Observed or Expected for H12C14N and H12C15N

interaction if there were also a weak interaction with aW Å W0 / WJJ(J / 1). [10]
S level.

In the case of the interaction between the 0510 state andHowever, we cannot be certain that the interaction con-
the 0201 and 0221 states, the crossings are at adjacent Jstant is truly the same for the two interacting rotational
values (J Å 25 and 26) but states with different l values aremanifolds and so in Table 5 we have reported two differ-
being coupled. In this case there is no discernible differenceent values for the interaction constant. Those two values
between the two interaction constants so we arbitrarily re-come from our evaluation of Eq. [10] . One could imagine

that the e levels might appear to have a different Coriolis quire that they be the same. In Ref. (35) it was shown that
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TABLE 6
HCN Laser Transitions

the expected vibrational dependence for the coupling terms Fewer examples of this resonance have been found for
H12C15N than for H12C14N because of the large displacementwas not obeyed and so we saw no reason to assume any
of the CN stretching vibration to lower wavenumbers forparticular vibrational dependence.
the 15N isotopomer. No other examples of level crossingsTable 5 shows the observed or expected crossings where
accompanied by either Coriolis or vibrational interactionsthe Coriolis coupling will be greatest. In some cases the
have been found in our measurements for these two isoto-displaced levels have been observed and included in the
pomers. The existence of a £1 { 2, £3 | 3 vibrational interac-least-squares fits. In other cases, indicated by square brackets
tion has already been observed to affect some vibrationalin Table 5, the crossing is expected to occur at rotational
levels beyond 10 000 cm01 but we have followed the exam-levels that are too high to be observed in the present measure-
ple of others (9) by not including those perturbed levels inments.
any of this work.Not all of the crossing points given in Table 5 have been

observed as laser transitions. In Table 6 we give the observed
laser transitions for HCN, their assignments, and the wave-

VIBRATIONAL QUANTUM NUMBER EXPANSIONSnumbers calculated from the constants given in Tables 1
through 4 plus the Coriolis coupling constant if given in
Table 5. Most of the weaker laser transitions were only The constants given in Tables 1 through 4 were fit to the
measured in pulsed systems and the wavenumber measure- usual series expansion in the vibrational quantum numbers
ment was not very accurate (31) . In those cases where we to determine a new set of constants which would be consis-
are certain of the assignments, the wavenumbers of the laser tent for the two isotopomers. For the vibrational term values

we used the expansiontransitions were included in the least-squares analysis.
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Gv / Bvl
2 / G 0 Å ∑ vi (£i / di /2) / ∑∑ xij(£i / di /2)(£j / dj/2) / g22l

2

/ ∑∑∑ yijk(£i / di /2)(£j / dj/2)(£k / dk /2) / ∑ yill(£i / di /2) l 2

[11]
/ ∑∑∑∑ zijkh(£i / di /2)(£j / dj/2)(£k / dk /2)(£h / dh /2)

/ ∑∑ zijll(£i / di /2)(£j / dj/2) l 2 / zlllll
4 ,

where G 0 , which is the zero point energy, is given by the by the omission of higher order terms because they were
most interested in obtaining constants and uncertaintiesright-hand side of Eq. [11] with all vibrational quantum

numbers equal to zero and l Å 0. This has the effect of that were more likely to approach the values given by a
potential function. We did not use such a weightingsetting G0 Å 0. In this and the following equations the

sums are over all values of the subscript from 1 to 3 scheme because we thought that Fermi resonance should
also be included if one were to obtain constants that could( representing the three vibrational normal modes for

HCN) with the exception that h § k § j § i . As usual, be related to a potential function. Instead, we thought it
was more important to determine the effective constantsthe vibrational degeneracy is given by d1 Å d3 Å 1 and

d2 Å 2. This expansion is the same as that used by Smith needed to calculate unobserved transitions. In fact, earlier
versions of these constants allowed us to predict to withinet al. (9 ) even though the left-hand side looks different

because our Eq. [1] does not include a 0Bl 2 term and so 0.05 cm01 the transitions for several previously unob-
served vibrational states and helped to assign some verythat term must be added to Eq. [11] to give constants on

the right-hand side that agree with standard usage. For weak transitions. All of the measurements below 12 000
cm01 were fit by the constants in Tables 7 to 10 to withincomparison with other papers, one should remember that

the some workers use xll in place of g22 while other work- {0.06 cm01 and most of the measurements were fit to
within {0.002 cm01 .ers define g22 slightly differently. Our definition of Gv

also is different from that of some other workers. With The vibrational constants determined for the two isoto-
pomers are given in Table 7. This table shows that mostthese definitions, the values of Gv given in Tables 1 and

3 are the same as the nc for transitions from the ground of the constants are only slightly changed in going from
H 12C 14N to H 12C 15N. A complete set of all the constantsstate to each of the states listed.

The fit used to determine the vibrational constants in- through the zijkh terms was needed to fit the measurements
for the normal isotopomer to within about 10 times thecluded 112 different energy levels used to determine the

45 constants for H 12C 14N. In addition to the measure- estimated uncertainty of the measurements. The measure-
ments for H 12C 15N did not extend to such high vibrationalments given in Table 3, we also included in the fit the

SEP measurements beyond 13 670 cm01 , where the cali- quantum numbers; consequently, fewer constants could
be determined from the data. We have fixed the valuesbration is more reliable (1, 2 ) , and the data given by

Smith et al. (9 ) and by Romanini and Lehmann (5 ) for of some of the higher order constants for H 12C 15N at
the values found for H 12C 14N, in order to allow a morethose levels that were not measured in the present work.

We also included the measurements by Saury et al. (4 ) reasonable comparison of the constants for the two isoto-
pomers and also to allow us to extrapolate to higher vibra-and by Baskin et al. (3 ) which were made with their

collisional energy transfer technique. Those measure- tional states.
Even though very high order constants were includedments are not accurate enough to change any of the con-

stants, but they did give a few percent reduction in the in the fit, the weighted standard deviation of the fit was
about 15, for H 12C 14N, because some of the energy levelsuncertainties of some of the constants given in Table 7.

No transitions beyond 19 000 cm01 were included in the were fit with deviations on the order of 15 or more times
the uncertainty assigned to the measurements. Most ofleast-squares fits.

All the data used in this analysis were weighted by the the lower vibrational states were fit to within one or two
times the estimated uncertainty. The largest deviationsinverse square of the uncertainty in the measurement. For

the present measurements we used an uncertainty that occur among the higher vibrational states as one might
have expected since we know that there are serious modelwas twice the uncertainty of the Gv values given by the

least-squares fits of the individual rovibrational transi- errors in our analysis. The deviations could have been
reduced by adding more constants to the fit, but the uncer-tions. In most cases, this is too optimistic because there

should also be an absolute uncertainty of about {0.0003 tainty of any added constants was generally equal to, or
larger than, the value of the constant. Probably the powercm01 which was not included in the uncertainty. For the

SEP measurements we used uncertainties of {0.1 cm01 , series model does not converge very rapidly because it
is a poor approximation for the effects of resonancesor greater if so indicated. Smith et al. (9 ) used a

weighting scheme that allowed for the model error caused which may get stronger and then weaker as the relative
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TABLE 8positions of levels shift with increasing quantum num-
Rotational Constants ( in cm01 1 1003 )bers. Since the energy levels are determined with more

for H12C14N and H12C15Nsignificant figures than the other rovibrational parameters
( except for a few microwave measurements ) , it is not
surprising that they are more poorly fit.

A similar expansion has been used for the rotational con-
stants given in Table 8,

TABLE 7
Constants ( in cm01 ) for the Vibrational Energy Levels

of H12C14N and H12C15N

Bv Å Be 0 ∑ ai (£i / di /2)

/ ∑∑ gij(£i / di /2)(£j / dj/2) / glll
2

[12]
/ ∑∑∑ gijk(£i / di /2)(£j / dj/2)(£k / dk /2)

/ ∑ gill(£i / di /2) l 2 ,

and also for the centrifugal distortion constants given in
Table 9,

Dv Å De / ∑ bi (£i / di /2)
[13]

/ ∑∑ bij(£i / di /2)(£j / dj/2) / blll
2

and

Hv Å He / ∑ ei (£i / di /2) / elll
2 . [14]

Note that here, and later, we have used single, double, and
triple subscripts to indicate different orders of magnitude for
the constants.

For determining these rotational constants we have used
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TABLE 10the constants given in Tables 1 and 3 as well as constants
The Vibrational Expansion Coefficients ( in cm01 ) for thegiven in the recent papers by Smith et al. (9) and Romanini
l -type Resonance Constants for H12C14N and H12C15Nand Lehmann (5) . The weights used in the least-squares

analysis were based on one standard deviation as given by
the present band analysis and three standard deviations for
the data taken from the literature.

The measurements of these rovibrational constants are
easier to fit with fewer constants but the overall standard
deviation of the fits is greater than one because there are
many deviations that exceed the uncertainties of the mea-
surements. Again, the constants for the higher energy levels
are more difficult to fit to within their uncertainties even
though they are often more poorly determined. All of the
higher order constants should be treated as effective con-
stants because they will depend on the fixed values used for
the next higher order constants. The centrifugal distortion
constants are particularly sensitive to any vibrational (or
Fermi) resonances and will also depend on how well we
have taken into account the effects of l-type resonance.

The highest order centrifugal distortion constants, the Hv

terms, were very poorly determined (see Tables 1 and 3) and
we could only make a very crude estimate of their vibrational
dependence, given in Table 9. In the analysis, however, we
have used estimated values because we think they are closer
to reality than the value zero.

TABLE 9
Centrifugal Distortion Constants ( in cm01 )

for H12C14N and H12C15N

The l-type resonance constants given in Tables 2 and 4
were fit to the expansion

qv Å qe / ∑ pi (£i / di /2)
[15]

/ ∑∑ pij(£i / di /2)(£j / dj/2) / plll
2

to obtain the constants given in Table 10, which also gives
the next higher J-dependent terms given by a least-squares
fit to the expression

qvJ Å qeJ / ∑ mi (£i / di /2)
[16]

/ ∑∑ mij(£i / di /2)(£j / dj/2) / mlll
2 .

In Eqs. [15] and [16] we have used an effective value of l
that is the average of l for the two states being coupled, i.e.,
l Å 0 for the l Å /1, 01 interaction and l Å 1 for the l Å
0, {2 interaction.
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DISCUSSION the value of pll is the same order of magnitude as the value
and is also about ten times as large as the qJ term so we do

Dl ú 1 Transitions not believe that the value given in Table 10 should be com-
pared with any theoretical value. It may be an artifact created

For both isotopomers a number of unusual Dl ú 1 transi-
by our model which ignores the effects of vibrational reso-

tions were observed and included in the present analysis.
nances.

Such transitions have already been observed in earlier work
Several high-order centrifugal distortion-like constants

on HCN (35) and other molecules such as N2O (37) and
have been determined with considerable reliability for HCN,

C2H2 (38) . They are usually thought to gain intensity from
notably the Hv terms and the qvJJ and r terms; the latter are

the l-type resonance between, for instance, l Å 0 and l Å 2
given in footnotes to Tables 2 and 4. Only a few vibrational

states or l Å 1 and l Å 3 states. The resonance mixes the
transitions were measured to high enough rotational levels

two states so that a transition that is normally allowed to
to evaluate qvJJ and r and so no vibrational dependence could

the l Å 0 state will also become allowed to the l Å 2 state at
be determined. Enough Hv terms were measured to lead us

least for higher rotational levels where the mixing is greater.
to believe that we can see their vibrational dependence but

However, we have also observed a number of Q-branch
the uncertainties are so large that we may only be observing

transitions of the type l Å 2 R 0, f –e , such as 022 f 0–
experimental artifacts.

0000. They are not allowed, even when the effects of l-type
The present value for r, the matrix element coupling l

resonance are taken into account, because the resonance does
with l { 4, is about half the value found earlier by Maki

not mix the e and f states. These transitions are an order of
and Lide (19) . This discrepancy is not the result of any

magnitude weaker than the Dl Å 2 and Dl Å 3 transitions
difference in the matrix elements; rather, it is because the

that are allowed through l-type resonance. Quantitative in-
present analysis includes more high-order terms such as the

tensity measurements of those transitions will be the subject
l dependence of the centrifugal distortion terms and the Hvof another paper.
terms. Adding more terms to an analysis often changes the
value of the high-order constants by more than the statisti-High-Order Constants
cally determined uncertainty. As further evidence that this

The higher order constants given in Tables 7–10 are use- term is real, the value for H12C15N is slightly smaller than
ful for estimating the values of the different rovibrational the value for H12C14N and has the same sign. In addition,
constants for H12C14N and H12C15N but it is uncertain how our determination of r from a preliminary analysis of spectra
accurate those estimates may be. The uncertainties given in of D13C15N and D12C14N indicates that it is on the order of
the tables are based on the results of a least-squares analysis. half the size found for the hydrogen species and also has a
Such analyses are reliable only if the model used in the fit negative sign with respect to q , which is given a positive
is realistic, if the uncertainties used for the data are accurate, sign for this work. Terms equivalent to our r have been
and if there is a statistically significant number of measure- observed for acetylene by Sarma et al. (40, 41) (and also
ments. None of those requirements has been fulfilled and by earlier workers) and they are also opposite in sign to the
that is the reason that the weighted standard deviation of the q term and have magnitudes close to that of the qJ term.
fits is larger than 1.0. The uncertainties for the constants for

Be ConstantsH12C15N will be too small because some of the constants
were fixed in the least-squares fits. In almost all cases, the

For H12C14N the present Be value of 1.484781 { 0.000002
uncertainties for the constants for H12C15N should be larger

cm01 is not significantly different from the value 1.484773
than the uncertainties for the same constants for H12C14N. { 0.000008 cm01 given by Winnewisser et al. (21) . For
In some cases the difference in the value of a constant for

H12C15N the present Be value given in Table 8 is also in
H12C15N and H12C14N is smaller than the uncertainty in the

excellent agreement with the value implied from the re values
constant. It is possible that one should use the values found

given in Ref. (21) .
for H12C14N for even more of the H12C15N constants on the
assumption that the isotope shift is too small to be measured. Check of SEP Assignments

Nakagawa and Morino (39) have published values for the
pi constants that were given by a force field calculation. We have used the constants given in Tables 7 and 8 to
Their values are quite close to the values given in Table 10. check the assignments of the stimulated emission pumping

Our pll term is nearly equivalent to Watson’s qK
t term (SEP) measurements of Yang et al. (1) and Jonas et al.

(18) and probably should be the same order of magnitude (2) . When the uncertainty in the SEP measurements is taken
as the qJ term. It could only be determined from measure- into account, our calculated band centers and rotational con-
ments of the splitting of P states and the l-type resonance stants agree with all the assignments of Yang et al. and most
between S and D states. For all other examples of l-type of those of Jonas et al., but we question the assignments by

Jonas et al. for the (0, 40,2 , 6) , (0, 100,2 , 4) , and (2, 100,2 ,resonance the qK
l term is off diagonal in the energy matrix

and couples levels that are too far apart. The uncertainty in 1) levels. The (0, 100,2 , 4) , (2, 100,2 , 1) levels are predicted
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by our constants to be 16 and 25 cm01 higher, respectively, band centers, 3.2 cm01 , then the two vibrational states will
be exactly coincident between J Å 11 and J Å 12, accordingthan the positions given by Jonas et al., while all the other

transitions (with two exceptions) up to 19 000 cm01 are fit to our calculated unperturbed B values, B(0, 120 , 5) Å
1.470875 cm01 and B(2, 120 , 2) Å 1.493760 cm01 , andto within 2 cm01 of our calculated position with the highest

frequency transitions having the largest deviations. Only a ignoring the l-type resonance which will be nearly the same
for both states. Since the unperturbed separation of the twofairly strong vibrational resonance with some other level

could displace both of these levels by that much and that states is certain to be smaller than the observed separation,
the crossing should occur at even lower J . Both of theseseems unlikely. Even the well-known resonance between the

(2, 00 , 4) and (4, 00 , 1) levels, which are separated by less levels, and their l Å 2 companions, will also move into
coincidence with the (0, 60,2 , 7) levels between J Å 14 andthan 3 cm01 , displaces those levels by no more than 8.5

cm01 . The correct assignment for four of the six levels in J Å 18, depending on the levels involved.
For these higher vibrational states where the rotationalquestion would seem to be G(0, 40 , 6) Å 14 992.06 cm01 ,

G(0, 42 , 6) Å 15 004.54 cm01 , G(0, 100 , 4) Å 15 002.13 levels of one vibrational state will come close to and cross
the rotational levels of another vibrational state, the correctcm01 , and G(0, 102 , 4) Å 15 016.861 cm01 , which agrees

with Carter et al. (42) . We also believe that the other two vibrational assignments can only be understood when all
interacting levels are included in a perturbation analysis. Inlevels are probably G(3, 20 , 2) Å 14 987.01 and G(3, 22 ,

2) Å 15 000.81 cm01 although we have no explanation for many cases nearby vibrational states will not have large
enough interaction matrix elements to affect the energy lev-the intensity of the SEP measurements. The former four

levels have the l Å 0, l Å 2 energy level separation that we els and intensities, but in the cases cited above the interaction
seems not to be trivial and the mixing of the energy levelscalculate, while the latter two have a separation that is too

small by 0.4 cm01 . For the other assigned energy levels our will be strongly J-dependent because the separation of the
energy levels is strongly J-dependent.calculated separation of the l Å 0 and 2 levels is within

0.27 cm01 of the separation measured by SEP. This good
agreement leads us to believe that the accuracy of this differ- Observed and Expected Coriolis Interactions
ence measurement is not affected by the calibration uncer-
tainty of 2 cm01 suggested by Yang et al. for those SEP Of the 23 examples of level crossings and accompanying

Coriolis interactions given in Table 5 for H12C14N, 9 of themmeasurements below 13 670 cm01 .
Another important criterion for the assignments is the B are responsible for 21 laser transitions. Some of the crossings

we have located are at rotational states beyond the range ofvalue for the state. The SEP measurements give B values
that are consistently larger than the values that we calculate. the present measurements, but seven points of interaction

have been directly verified by the observation of transitionsThat is also the case for our suggested assignments but is
not the case for the two Jonas et al. assignments involving that are slightly displaced from the expected position.

In some cases where the observed displacement is less£1 Å 2. As indicated by Jonas et al. a weak resonance could
affect the apparent Bv values so this argument is not at all than 0.01 cm01 , the value of the interaction constant and its

uncertainty are poorly determined. Only a few measurementsconclusive.
Jonas et al. suggested that the intensity and therefore the of small displacements of weak transitions do not give much

confidence in the interaction analysis. From these measure-observation of the (2, 120,2 , 2) level is due to mixing with
the nearby (0, 120,2 , 5) level through the D£1 Å {2, D£3 Å ments the vibrational dependence of the Coriolis interaction

constant does not seem to be systematic and may be partially|3 resonance which also couples the (2, 00 , 4) and (4, 00 ,
1) levels. Evidence of this interaction is provided by the obscured by experimental error. In an analysis of the spec-

trum of H13C14N to be published later we have observed theseparation of the l Å 0 and l Å 2 levels. The 15.07 cm01

separation of the G(2, 120,2 , 2) levels is smaller than the same Coriolis interaction between 0510 and 022e1 and 022 f 1
and find that the interaction constant (W Å 0.002493 {predicted value 15.31 cm01 and the 15.10 cm01 separation

of the G(0, 120,2 , 5) levels is larger than the predicted value 0.000008 cm01) is nearly the same as that observed for
H12C14N.of 14.83 cm01 . The B values also seem not to agree although

the sum of the B values for the two states is close to the The four laser transitions for H12C15N were used in the
least-squares fits and are responsible for determining thecalculated value. In this case the resonance between these

levels is certain to be important and is complicated by a position of the 0620 and 1400 states as well as improving
our knowledge of some other constants. The FTS transitionlow-J crossing of the rotational manifolds of these levels.

Especially important for this level crossing is the larger B measurements extended beyond the Coriolis crossing points
for the 033e1, 033 f 1, 0401, and 042 f 1 states so that we canvalue expected for the state that is at lower frequency. As

the separation of the interacting levels diminishes with in- be certain that the crossing does exist at the J values given
in Table 5. The low-J crossings of the 1111 state with thecreasing values of J , there will be an increase in the effect

of the resonance. For instance, if the unperturbed separation 1420 state were observed in a spectrum of the 1111–0000
band in a sample that was not enriched in 15N. Those linesof the levels is the same as the observed separation of the
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11. A. Maki, W. Quapp, and S. Klee, J. Mol. Spectrosc. 171, 420–434
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Heterodyne Frequency Measurements,’’ NIST Special Publication 821,mixing is also shown by the very small difference between
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levels; see Table 5. browser at http: / /physics.nist.gov/ .
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